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Civil Society in Pakistan: Stake Holders in a Contested State 
 

Iftikhar H. Malik1 
 
The ignominious fall of General Pervez Musharraf on 18 August 2008 was not an 
unexpected development, rather it was the nadir of a long-time process when the khaki 
predominance of a highly contested state and a deeply politicised society became a major 
civic occupation. The salience of military—like that of clerics on an otherwise anti-
clerical Islam of early era—has been certainly a controversial and even painful reality and 
despite a few eulogising voices over every coup, is largely the bane of Pakistan’s 
problems. Of course, 9/11 and the resultant Western appropriation of his singular profile 
as a close ally in a disputatious “war on terror” came to Musharraf’s rescue but eventually 
cost him his office as well. Following Western military engagements in South-western 
Asia, he and his khaki colleagues received major largesse; he was welcomed as a global 
statesman and dependable ally in a discretionary campaign; and Pakistan’s democratic 
imperatives were pushed off the critical purview.1 Like Generals Ayub Khan, Yahya 
Khan and Zia-ul-Haq before him, Musharraf met his foregone end, though not without 
desperately trying to muzzle the same civic society that he had promised to revive soon 
after his coup in 1999. Like the brittle sand castles daily built by enthused Pakistani 
children near his home by the Karachi coast, Musharraf fell from grace unmourned as the 
waves of protests over  enormous unattended problems overtook the Indus lands. 
 
Unlike Zia-ul-Haq but more like Ayub Khan and Yahya Khan following their humiliating 
downfalls, an expatriate Musharraf may expend his retirement without any significant 
residual public respect or nostalgia. Like other ousted dictators Musharraf will 
presumably sit out alone grumbling as all his comrades are either left behind in the 
country endowed with their extremely generous emoluments, or they may simply avoid 
him. Except perhaps for Shaukat Aziz, who also jumped the ship when the political tide 
turned threatening.2 The former banker, known for his designer suits and expensive 
foreign visits, had been invited by Musharraf to govern a country that he hardly knew and 
left it hastily just before his mentor began to sink in murky waters.3 Sitting at the apex of 
                                                 
1 FRHisS, Professor of History, Bath Spa University, England, BA2 9BN. i.malik@bathspa.ac.uk The 
views expressed are entirely those of Iftikhar H. Malik and should not be construed as reflecting the views 
of the PSRU, Department of Peace Studies, or the University of Bradford. 
1 Musharraf’s acceptance both by the military and political establishments in North Atlantic regions gravely 
overlooked the serious aberrations engendered by the Army’s unilateralism over the internal and external 
policies of Pakistan. Even the studies sponsored by official organisations such as Britain’s DFID focusing 
on country’s governability problems conveniently and ironically overlooked khaki praetorianism and 
instead only dwelt on constitutional and judicial imperatives. For instance, a report written by known 
experts, while critiquing the systemic anomalies, strictly avoided even mentioning the coups and a 
continued vetoing role enjoyed the GHQ, ISI, MI and the powerful corps commanders usually 
contemptuous of political authority and people’s electoral verdict. See, Shahid Javed Burki, et. al., 
Strengthening Democracy in Pakistan: A Practical Programme, A DFID Report, February 2002. 
2 In July 2009, his former supporters in the Muslim League (Quaid Group/Q) were involved in factionalist 
mud slinging and were openly distancing themselves from the General’s legacy, though when in power 
they had faithfully supported him to their maximum. In return, they all benefited from ministerial 
emoluments and property allotments. All the corruption cases including loan defaults amounting to billions 
of rupees were commuted by Musharraf through his National Reconciliation Ordinance (2007) following a 
power sharing deal with Benazir Bhutto. 
3 Both of them would surely resemble the two well-known lonesome rabbis in the Kabul Synagogue of the 
Taliban era, and may mull over the past and the suddenness of their own decline and marginalisation in a 
history which like the Gadani beech is reeking with fallen hulks. Like all other dictators Musharraf was 
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a security state structure and ensconced among his like minded colleagues—detached and 
insular from the realities and complexities of Pakistan-- Musharraf came in with a bang 
and left with the proverbial whimper.4 Other than the mentioned disenchantment with the 
routine military take-overs, Pakistani civil society proved his main nemesis, though they 
both could have been the natural allies if the impetuous general had co-opted the latter 
instead of trying to annihilate it. In the process, Washington and London had to bail him 
out especially when the crest-fallen general came to London in January 2008 looking 
forlorn and defensive to the extent that even an otherwise innocuous question from a 
respected Pakistani journalist threw him into a tantrum.5 The fall of Musharraf, the 
restoration of the Chief Justice on 16 March 2009 after several official procrastinations 
both under Pervez Musharraf and Asif Ali Zardari, the growing public abhorrence of 
Pakistani Taliban, a constant pressure on Pakistani politicians to rectify misgovernance, 
and a rebuke to human rights violators all owe a civil society which may now be the most 
tangible hope for the country’s survival.   
  
The following pages, without underemphasising the forces of state, geo-politics and 
ideology, attempt to appraise the reality of professional classes such as lawyers (black 
coats}, political activists and journalists, personifying argumentative and reformative 
Pakistanis. These chattering groups are understandably restrained by their internal 
fissures accruing from respective ideological and ethnic preferences but still cohere on a 
persistent consensus for substantial reforms so as to galvanise Pakistani potentials for 
good governance, peace, progress, stability and greater regard for human rights. This is 
not to say that these are some newer ideals which Pakistanis have discovered overnight 
but in fact the demand and desire for change, whether for an undefined Islamic utopia or 
a more modernist polity [both apparently poles apart], have been there for a long time. Of 
course, the religio-political parties often idealise an undefined Islamic order for populist 
reasons but they equally apply it to decry the status quo. Their quest for power, however, 
like their modernist and reformist counterparts, establishes the fact that these groups have 
come to agree on the statehood and territorial identity of Pakistan as a given reality and 
do not contest its national credentials. Their mutual dissension arise not over why 
Pakistan but over what kind of Pakistan and that is where one finds a wide plurality of 
shades of opinions and groups even among these two loosely defined ideological 
positions.  
 
Other than a transparent and accountable order, all these groups, in their own ways seek a 
representative system, independent judiciary and a vocal media and offer their own 
                                                                                                                                                  
high on promises and claims but low on delivery, and failed to comprehend and rectify the problems of 
governance in a country which otherwise abounds in human and natural resources. For his own early 
defence and diatribe against his political opponents, see In the Line of Fire: A Memoir, London, 2006. 
4 Daily stories about Musharraf’s own amassing of wealth and privileges, amidst disastrous results of his 
security policies, only added to public disenchantment with the General. In early July, Pakistani print and 
visual media presented details on Musharraf and Aziz having decamped with state gifts worth billions of 
rupees. Underpriced and mostly unaudited, hundreds of these expensive gifts to the Government of 
Pakistan became personal property of the former ruling duo and ended up in their homes in London. For 
details, see Rauf Klasra, “Musharraf got no cheap gifts for himself or his Mrs”, and “Highs and lows of 
Musharraf-II”, The News International, 5 & 6 July 2009; also, “Capital Talk”, Geo TV, 8 July 2008 
monitored in Oxford, www.geotv.com 
Musharraf’s residence in London and a pronounced public profile through lectures and media interviews on 
subjects such as the American aid to Pakistan, relations with India and his own indemnity from any law suit 
owing to “guarantors” such as Britain, the United States and Saudi Arabia, kept him in the news. The 
Independent, 11 September 2009, and, The News International, 25 September 2009. 
5 “Musharraf asked to apologise for threatening journalist”, Dawn, 29 January 2008. 
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distinct trajectories on challenges such as ascertainment of national security, encountering 
radicals and insurgents and the pursuance of a cohesive [national] foreign policy. 
Interestingly, these political forces tend to agree with the civil society on all these issues 
and proffer democracy, decentralisation, dialogue and development as a panacea to an 
overriding self-immolation that has become so pervasive since 2002. This broad-based 
consensus has been visibly articulated by the civic forces through an organised, effective 
and largely peaceful movement led by the black coats enjoying cross-sectional support 
especially among the middle class and Diaspora groups and have been offered a crucial 
and equally effective hand by information technology where numerous private channels, 
newspapers, and Internet groups, have offered vigorous channels for diffusion of 
information and dissent. While coming together in the backdrop of Pakistan’s serious 
threats both from across the borders and within in the past few months, these groups 
operate as the stake holders for a stable and forward looking Pakistan, yet are confronted 
by an array of forces often named as Pakistani Taliban, “enemy from within”, “nihilists”, 
“surrogates for foreign interests”, “misled miscreants”, which operate as the most sinister 
instruments for a feared balkanisation. Some of the religio-political groups such as the 
Jamaat-i-Islami (JI) or factions within the Jamiat-i-Ulama-i-Islam (JUI) may still like to 
apportion greater responsibility to the U. S. policies in the region while denying some of 
the indigenous factors underpinning a vicious form of extremism.6 
 
Pakistani politics, in the main, still dwells on street power yet its assertive manifestation 
through inquisitive media and peaceful rallies and spawned by judicial activism over the 
past two years offers a significant hope at a time when horizons appear murkier and 
innocent blood across the Indus regions flows so abrasively. If Pakistan is to survive and 
move forward from a cyclic repetition of its familiar history then the civic groups and 
their evolving relationship with the executive (bureaucracy, army and politicians) and 
other ideological sections {scions of Political Islam) definitely signal some optimism. On 
the other hand, their fragmentation, mutual dissension and eventual exhaustion or even a 
continued polarisation between the state and these societal forces may only hasten 
dissolution of the polity unleashing free-for-all violence.7 This latter scenario is possible 
if Taliban style encroachments become a fait accompli from across the Pushtun regions 
into Punjab and Balochistan and are also joined by a new wave of urban violence in 
Karachi with ethnic militias and criminals turning into proverbial warlords. While the 
first scenario can possibly be manageable through substantive measures in Afghanistan, 
FATA, Swat, Dir, Buner and Malakand through reconstruction and dialogue following 
the military operation, the latter scenario can happen with the two Muttahida Qaumi 
Movement (MQM) factions (Altaf group and its Haqiqi counterpart) running amok, as 
they did two decades ago, and Pushtun Waziris and Mehsuds along with the Lyari’s 

                                                 
6 The JI, like Imran Khan’s Justice Party, had boycotted the elections of 2008 by questioning the mechanics 
such as Musharraf’s NRO, despite their early support for him.  The JI changed its leadership in 2009 with 
the Pushtun, Qazi Hussain Ahmad, sought retirement and Karachi-based Munawwar Hasan took over as the 
new leader (Amir). Instead of openly supporting the military operations against Pakistani Taliban in Swat 
and Malakand, the JI focused its attention on organising anti-American rallies assuming that the U.S. 
withdrawal from Afghanistan would be the only guarantor for peace on both sides of the Durand Line. 
7 “Pakistan Fighting for Survival”, The Daily Telegraph, 10 April 2009. The British newspaper referred to 
Australian military strategist, David Kilcullen, for his warning on the dissolution of the country in view of 
increasing drone attacks. Kilcullen, in one of his reports, had suggested that Pakistan was “six months from 
descent into chaos”. “Time Running out for Pakistan”, The New York Times, 6 April 2009.  For ethnic 
issues and their aggravation within the context of geo-politics and the Taliban threat, see Selig S. Harrison, 
Pakistan: The State of the Union, a special report, Washington, D. C., Centre for International Policy, 
April 2009. 
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Baloch falling back upon their respective ethnic patrons. In the second case, Karachi’s 
complex and ethnicised pluralism can turn into an urban nightmare unless the reformist 
elements from within the MQM and other national parties such as the PPP, ANP (Awami 
National Party), ML-N (Muslim League-Nawaz Sharif Group), JI, JUP (Jamiat-i-Ulama-
i-Pakistan) and JUI steadily expand their respective writ to integrate these parallel ethnic 
constellations within mainstream politics. In other words, stake holders on both sides—
builders and wreckers—have several strident challenges ahead and other than Western 
policies in South-western Asia, the speedy resolution or atrophying of structural 
imbalances within the polity itself will have the most crucial bearing on country’s future. 
In other words, Pakistani state institutions need to work in closer cooperation with civil 
society to meet the domestic militancy that poses the most serious threat to its existence. 
So far, the police and army have not shied away from offering major resistance to the 
extremist onslaught and have withstood the further erosion of the state’s writ—and that 
too largely with a massive public support—yet this mutual interface needs to be made 
durable through proper institutional framework within a democratic milieu. Here the 
state, unlike its usual dismissive approach, should seek strength as well as legitimacy 
from a vocal and forward looking civil society, otherwise its limitations in meeting the 
internal combustive forces may be seriously compromised. 
 
Pakistan: A Borderland State 
Pakistan’s own political travails have only exacerbated questions about its rationale and 
viability since 1947, and despite greater potentials for cohesion and internal stability, it 
has been a story of missed opportunities and misgovernance.8 Early scepticism about this 
state hinged on an ambivalent relationship between Islam and politics and an unclear and 
possibly contentious interface between a modernist nationalist espousal [centripetal] and 
primordial [centrifugal] ethnic identifications.  
 
In addition, there were questions about the viability of the state in view of its unique and 
disparate twin-bodied existence besides the gigantic security challenges emanating from 
across the western borders not only because of the semi-autonomous nature of tribal 
territories straddling the Durand Line but also because of Kabul’s claims on all Pushtun 
regions. This security threat was certainly multiplied with less-than-friendly policy 
adopted by Delhi over water resources, assets and princely states. Pakistan’s single-factor 
focus on security vis-à-vis external threats converged with the Western Cold War 
imperatives which stultified prerogatives for good governance through participatory 
democracy. Ascendancy of khaki forces, often in league with the landed elite, and the 
clerical groups since General Zia-ul-Haq’s coup d’état of 1977 kept the emerging civil 
society at bay. The proxy war against the Soviet Union in the 1980s only strengthened 
this triumvirate of Army, America and Allah and despite the democratic interlude of the 
1990s and General Pervez Musharraf’s rhetorical emphasis on “enlightened moderation” 
Pakistan remained under the strong hegemony of the three As. To the forces intent upon 
resisting and defying Washington and its allies, the political downturn of leaders such as 

                                                 
8 From Leonard Binder to Lawrence Ziring and others have often dwelt on these issues where Islam, 
instead of a biding force, could have been used both by the state and societal groups to exacerbate 
distortions in body politic of the country. Journalistic volumes by authors such as Richard Reeve, Emma 
Duncan, Christina Lamb and Robert Kaplan equally posited Pakistan as a lost case. Richard Reeve, A 
Passage to Peshawar, New York, 1984; Emma Duncan, Breaking the Curfew, London, 1988; Christina 
Lamb, Waiting for Allah: Pakistan’s Struggle for Democracy, London, 1991; Robert Kaplan, Soldiers of 
God: With Islamic Warriors in Afghanistan and Pakistan, London, 2001; and, Lawrence Ziring, 
Pakistan: At the Crossroad of History, Oxford, 2003.  
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Jose Aznar, Michael Howard, Tony Blair, Pervez Musharraf and George Bush is crucially 
linked with their participation in war on terror, perceived in many quarters as a new 
crusade against Muslims. 
 
Musharraf, like Zia-ul-Haq, underrated the level of public resentment over his unqualified 
and unanalysed loyalty to Washington and in the same vein the General berated the 
forces of civil society which genuinely demanded a systemic overhaul to stem the 
growing threat of Talibanisation. The impetuous general inflamed the simmering 
resentment among vast sections of his country by unceremoniously dismissing the Chief 
Justice, Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry, as the latter had started to issue independent 
verdicts. With politicians like Nawaz Sharif and Benazir Bhutto either ensconced in exile, 
or their counterparts adulating Islamabad’s Don Quixote, it was the lawyers [the “black 
coats”] students, women activists and journalists who took to the streets. Musharraf’s 
impatience with democratic processes, independent judiciary, critical media and a vocal 
civil society did not surprise those who had been persistently critical of dictatorship 
irrespective of its pretensions, though a few were certainly misled to believe that this 
general might be ‘different’ from the rest by providing a forceful retort to 
fundamentalists. The support from Washington and London for the General after 9/11 
further energised these elements that otherwise never tired of talking of individual rights 
and reformist agendas. An insecure Musharraf, however, soon turned to more daredevil 
and authoritarian measures until the public verdict caught up with him. Musharraf’s 
unclear policies in the tribal region and thoughtless military operation at the Red Mosque 
in Islamabad in July 2007 revealed his abysmal lack of comprehension of complex 
realities and only exposed his hasty, ill-thought and gun-centred preferences.  
 
Benazir Bhutto, in her determination to seize power, used her American and British 
connections to forge a deal with the embattled general and landed in Karachi on 18 
October 2007 amidst the hail of bullets that cost more than 179 innocent lives—just a few 
hundred yards from the final resting place of the Founder of the Nation. She failed to 
ascertain the volatility in the atmosphere and continued to air her support for an 
immensely unpopular American interventionism featuring unrestrained military 
campaigns in Muslim regions. Her appearance in Rawalpindi tragically ended her life 
when she unnecessarily stood out from her otherwise bullet-proof conveyance waving at 
the tail end of the crowd. 
 
President Zardari, while surrounded by a few henchmen, decided to ignore civic demands 
until the 16th of March 2009 left no option for him but to reinstate Justice Chaudhry and 
other senior judges. Pushed against the wall, Pakistani lawyers, civil society activists and 
politicians such as the Sharif Brothers, Imran Khan, Qazi Hussain Ahmad and others had 
decided to make the march on Islamabad into a transformative movement aimed at the 
restoration of superior judiciary. It was becoming a massive and no less precarious 
verdict against Zardari whose procrastinations since his election in February 2008 had 
only exacerbated public dismay.9 Faced with this escalating public hiatus, quite peaceful 
yet self-confident, the police decided to give way and all the containers and buses 

                                                 
9 Influence of people like Rahman Malik, Salman Taseer, Afzal Wattoo and Farooq Naik on Zardari has 
often been discussed in Pakistan especially in view of his lack of steadfastness over implementing the 
Charter of Democracy. In the same vein, the Western media has often focused on Zardari’s personality 
though Pakistanis even in Punjab—the Sharif’s heartland—are ready to give him a chance and would not 
welcome another military coup. “Doubts cast on Zardari’s mental health”, The Financial Times, 25 August 
2008; and, The New York Times, 17 March 2009. 
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blocking the roads across the province and in the nation’s capital proved ineffective. 
Protesters were still a hundred miles away from Islamabad when Prime Minster Yousuf 
Gilani, on behalf of the PPP administration, issued the restoration of Justice Chaudhry 
and several of his other colleagues. Pakistanis, through a peaceful but prolonged political 
mobilisation, had achieved a significant victory that boosted country’s fledgling morale at 
a critical juncture. It rekindled a glimmer of hope through a gripping morass though 
unlike the election results on 18 February, this time it was less euphoric.10 Gloom 
prevailed over Pakistani political horizons because of increased militancy in Swat and the 
adjoining districts, which are away from the Pakistan’s western borders and were always 
supposed to have been integrated well with the rest in the country. In addition, the PPP 
leadership seemed to have lost interest in restoring parliamentary form of governance by 
removing the constitutional amendments brought in by Musharraf. However, as is the 
case with Pakistan’s cyclic history, Zardari’s visit to Lahore and meeting with Sharif on 
the 17th of July 2009 rekindled hope for a consensus politics, away from personal and 
factionalist interests.   

Political Islam, Democracy and Civil Society: 
Scholarly and media debates about Pakistan’s problems of security and governance have 
often neglected its societal configurations where parallel forces of revivalism and 
reformism, nationalism and regionalism, and peaceful activism and alarmist militarism 
have been spawning diverse currents. By monolithicising Islam as a unifying or 
disintegrative force and by solely focusing on high politics, the crucial forces of creed 
and class were often seen rather marginal in most of scholarly works on this country 
which otherwise has attracted a massive historiography. Works over the first fifty years 
of Pakistan, in general, viewed politics as a given secular pursuit where its Muslimness 
[in a monolithic sense] was exceptionalised as a baffling case of anchoring its rationale, 
and even national cohesion, on a presumably arcane religious determinant.11  From this 
perspective, a Muslim state was somehow considered oxymoronic and its governance an 
impractical proposition. In the early 1990s, very much like Fukuyamian ebullience, both 
Islam and Modernity were seen as multi-layered processes heading towards the sameness 
owing to overriding market forces and liberal democracy. This short-lived optimism was 
soon overtaken by religion assuming a more vocal role and refusing to be a junior partner 
at places like India, Israel, Russia, the United States, EU nations and certainly the Muslim 
world.12 This ideological shift happened within the backdrop of a weaker Left, tarnished 
secularism (France, India and Turkey) and a bruised multi-culturalism (the UK and 
Holland) as religio-political forces sought a quick ascendance on the basis of 
majoritarianism.13 Almost a decade later, we see this hegemonic Right itself turning into 

                                                 
10 In a speech at a university convocation in Islamabad on 12 July 2009, Gilani himself acknowledged 
Pakistan’s hotchpotch political system neither being presidential not parliamentary, yet even after being in 
power for more than 16 months and a conducive receptivity, the PPP regime had failed to remove serious 
constitutional anomalies. Asim Yasin, “Gilani concedes set-up neither parliamentary nor presidential”, The 
News International, 13 July 2009. 
11 Resurgence of religion in its millenarian form, according to a leading Western thinker, has been a 
sustained reality of our era though it has not been fully accepted as a pervasive phenomenon nearly among 
all kinds of ideologies and isms. See John Gray, Black Mass: Apocalyptic Religion and the Death of 
Utopia, London, 2007. 
12 Some of these issues were picked up within the South Asian context in my Jihad, Hindutva and the 
Taliban: South Asia at the Crossroads, Oxford, 2005. 
13 Other than this ideological tussle, the renewed emphasis on religion merely as an Islamist partake have 
led the ongoing interface between three Abrahamic traditions on to a crucial phase underwriting 
Huntingtonian hypothesis where 9/11 has been seen both as a symptom and a cause for this deepening gulf. 
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a battleground and confronted by a serious economic crisis which seems to be shaking the 
ideological moorings of the Capitalist ethos.14 Whether we are to replace it with the 
Ultra-Right or expect some alliance between the Moderates and an emerging Left itself 
free of the Soviet baggage yet not shorn of its utopianism is yet to be seen. It is, however, 
interesting to note that several scholarly and cursory opinions have been routinely 
confining these evolving realities only as a major Muslim preoccupation given the 
familiar exceptionalisation of Islam and Muslims. 
 
As a matter of fact, Political Islam seeking allies from amongst civil society and 
reformers and politicking through ballot instead of bullet is a distinctly constructive 
development and here countries like Turkey, Malaysia, Indonesia and Pakistan deserve 
fresher perspectives. Islam has often been simplistically internalised as a global threat and 
various and not always violent manifestations and mutations of Political Islam are 
reduced to the simplistic catechism of extremism and terror. While there are forces 
among Muslims which have often sought recourse to bullet for a variety of reasons, there 
are even more forces across the board which see no conflict between Islam and 
democracy or universal empowerment including the rights of women and minorities. This 
latter form of view was previously known as Islamic Modernism during the colonial era 
and can still lead post-colonial Muslims states towards Muslim democracy—akin to 
Christian democracy of Western Europe. Parties such as the All-India Muslim League, 
Wafd in Egypt and even religio-political parities such as Jamiat-i-Ulama-i-Hind and its 
successors in post-1947 South Asia, JI, or Muslim Brotherhood, Hezbollah and Hamas in 
the Middle East all have practised electoral politics and can certainly play a crucial role in 
neutralising their extremist counterparts and thus could help develop an interdependence 
between modernity and tradition as well as between religion and politics. Such an 
interface, hopefully, could help mature into various workable forms of Islamic 
democracy. 
 
With regards to traditional analysis of Pakistan, other than a binary view of its dominant 
creed [Islam as a homogenising asset or a divisive liability], the class dimension has 
routinely touched on feudatory sections versus landless peasants which in a classical 
Marxist discourse did make some sense but would not fully explain an even more 
complex situation. Pakistan does have a petty bourgeoisie though it is criss-crossed by 
sectarian and ethnic divisions and retains both the progressive and retrogressive strands. 
Even the anti-colonial clerics could qualify within its orbit though politically they are 
radical yet intellectually repressive. Improvement on classical Marxian view of Pakistani 
bourgeoisie called salariat again fell short of defining or even taking into account the 
emerging vast array of civil society where growing sections of humanists, professionals 
such as lawyers, artists, authors and media critics, and women’s association had started to 
make vocal noises. Other than missing out on creedal diversities varying from 
                                                                                                                                                  
For a review of this discursive polarity, see Iftikhar H. Malik, Crescent between Cross and Star: Muslims 
and the West after 9/11, Oxford, 2007. Mahmood Mamdani’s work is an interesting comment on this 
situation where this rather complex development has been shown only an Islamic issue. But in a positive 
way, Khaled Abou El Fadl and several other noted scholars do not absolve Muslims of their problematic 
both with Islam and Modernity. See, Mahmood Mamdani, Good Muslim, Bad Muslim: America, the Cold 
War, and the Roots of Terror, New York, 2005; and. Khaled Abou El Fadl, The Great Theft: Wrestling 
Islam from the Extremists, London, 2005. 
14 In his address to a select gathering in London even Prince Charles went to a great length in decrying 
capitalism and consumerism as two serious most threats to ecological balances with their dire ramifications 
for the world at large. Robert Verkaik, “Just 96 months to save the world. Says Prince Charles”, The 
Independent, 9 July 2009. 
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scripturalists to sycretists or middling moderates, the varying class embodiments were 
equally ignored and like the security-oriented analysis, most studies on Pakistan remained 
predominantly state-centric often downplaying forces of continuity and change within the 
society. Added to that, another travesty allocated the role of an architect, as well as of 
medium, to the state itself where it was presented as an arena and agency for power 
struggle, with minimalist attention towards its interface with the civil society.15   

Wreckers or Hopeless Kamikaze: 
A quick assessment may see Political Islam and its proponents as posing a serious threat 
to Pakistan and to the rest due to some “misguided ideology” espoused by some 
madrassas where younger and often marginalised elements seek martyrdom by 
undertaking suicide bombings and target killings.16 Such violence may be directed 
against NATO and Afghan forces across the borders though an infrastructure headed by 
Mullah Omar and Jalaluddin Haqqani with the late Baitullah Mehsud, Abdullah Mehsud, 
Maulvi Nazir and Hafiz Shah operating as crucial and mercurial field commanders.17 
Earlier, active in Afghanistan, they were ignored by Islamabad largely because it was a 
“Western” problem plus India and the Northern Alliance needed to be countered through 
the latter. Musharraf’s dispatch of troops into FATA, the U.S. predicament in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and the entire politics of badla {lit: revenge—an important part of 
Pushtunvali or Pushtun code} along with Islamabad’s distancing from Jihadis in Kashmir 
risked its being seen not merely a surrogate for invading Western forces but also an 
accomplice in a fully-fledged fratricide of fellow Muslims.  
 
Here the Pushtun and Punjabi militants, in their own informal ways, collaborated in 
targeting Pakistani troops while the enduring sectarian militants, once seeing the state on 
a retreat, decided to resume their operations. At the third level, Mullah Sufi Muhammad’s 
son-in-law -  Maulana Fazlullah - became the self-designated spokesman of Shariat in 
Swat, a long-time demand soaked in nostalgia for Wali’s customary laws. Swat is not a 
part of the anti-NATO jigsaw puzzle though Sufi had led many thousands of Pushtuns 
from Malakand division into Afghanistan in 2001 but then Islamabad failed to highlight 
the futility of such chivalrous and extremely risky Jihadi ventures. That was the time 
when an organised campaign could have deflated Sufi’s  appeal and that of his son-in-law 
but Musharraf in his usual rash style once again underestimated these elements until they 
cashed in on his vulnerabilities in FATA and Balochistan. 
  
The inflaming of Orakzai Agency, Bajaur and Swat are the most humbling developments 
in the Pushtun regions and here the three Ks (Kabul, Kashmir and Karachi) remain 
interlinked and that is why if progress is to be made then a raft of diverse policies—
domestic, regional and global—need to be launched otherwise Pakistan could experience 
an increased intensity in the blowback of Political Islam which is totally reckless. Not all 
the tribal clerics and certainly not the traditional khans are for pursuance of this 
bloodletting on both sides of the borders and here reconstruction, resettlement of 

                                                 
15 Studies on Pakistan have often focused on ‘high politics’ where state, Islam and geo-politics have been 
the usual areas of discussion whereas the societal configurations, demographic changes and class 
formations have mostly remained marginal.  
16 Using terms such as Islamofasicsm or Muslim kamikaze even for peaceful and reformist Muslim 
politicians and activists is ahistoric and malicious.  
17 For a quick overview of this evolving alliance with Mehsud emerging as a powerful and defiant warlord 
challenging local rivals, NATO and Islamabad, see Declan Walsh, “Is this man now public enemy No 1 for 
the US?” The Observer (London), 5 April 2009. 
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displaced people and wider usage of ulama to defuse extremism have to be harnessed 
through co-optation and confidence-building measures. With frequent predator drone 
attacks causing numerous civilian deaths and a growing sense of unease with Islamabad’s 
complicity in these aerial attacks amidst apprehensions of any possible American military 
intrusions inside the FATA might reactivate this axis amongst the Jihadi kamikaze 
elements. 
 
Pakistani troops faced with an indifferent India, uneasy populace and the fall-out from 
accentuated NATO campaigns often found it difficult to undertake sustained campaigns 
until the civic forces and a sustained U.S. pressure left Islamabad no option but to 
undertake a major operation in Swat and its neighbouring settled areas. Following the 
displacement of more than two million people from Swat, Dir and Buner as a result of the 
widely underreported military operation against Fazlullah and his followers, the Pakistani 
state appears to have regained some writ and initiative in the area which earlier appeared 
to have been bequeathed to the Pakistani Taliban. In the process, 153 soldiers lost their 
lives with 550 having been seriously injured whereas the casualties on the side of the 
militants were reported to be around 1800.18 By mid-July 2009, in the wake of Zardari-
Sharif summit, Supreme Court’s verdict overriding charges of plane hijacking instituted 
by Musharraf against Nawaz Sharif, and hopeful news from Swat’s battlegrounds and 
elsewhere, some Pakistani optimism seemed to have returned. In a special leader, while 
appreciating official policies aimed at curbing militancy, a leading British newspaper 
observed in its editorial: “Careers have been made out of predicting the imminent break-
up of Pakistan. But even for the resolute, the events of March and May were hard to take. 
Militants appeared to strike any target with impunity, be it the visiting Sri Lankan team or 
the offices of the Inter-Services Intelligence agency in Lahore. Many, too, doubted 
whether the army would have the political will—let alone the military resolve—to take 
the Taliban on in Buner and Swat. But it did, triggering the exodus of nearly 2 million 
refugees in the process. Now that the first refugees are starting to return after two months 
of sporadic fighting, it is time to assess the outcome.”19  
 
However, amidst fears and uncertainty emanating both from within and the outside, Tariq 
Ali felt sceptical about the developments, as he noted in a review article: 
 

“As far as the political temperature goes there is never a good month in 
Pakistan. This is a country whose fate is no longer in its own hands. I have 
never known things so bad. The chief problems are the United States and its 
requirements, the religious extremists, the military high command, and 
corruption, not just on the part of President Zardari and his main rivals, but 
spreading well beyond them. 
 
This is now Obama’s war. He campaigned to send more troops into Afghanistan 
and to extend the war, if necessary, into Pakistan. These pledges are now being 

                                                 
18 These figures are from the settled districts such as Swat and were announced in a press briefing in 
Islamabad by the military and civil authorities on 9 July 2009. www.geo.tv 
19 While appreciating the fact that there have been fewer human casualties in the operation, the paper urged 
international community to fulfil its financial commitments towards Pakistan for rehabilitating these 
displaced people. It added: “Swat is no longer a Taliban fortress and if the resettlement is done with 
patience and are, and if civil militias weed the militants out, it will not be again. What now has to happen 
here, as in Afghanistan, is that that the provincial government has to emerge from its bunkers and fill the 
space liberated by combat”. Pakistan: Disaster averted” (leader}, The Guardian, 15 July 2009. 
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fulfilled. On the day he publicly expressed his sadness at the death of a young 
Iranian woman caught up in the repression in Tehran, US drones killed 60 
people in Pakistan. The dead included women and children, whom even the 
BBC would find it difficult to describe as ‘militants’. Their names mean 
nothing to the world; their images will not be seen on TV networks. Their 
deaths are in a ‘good cause’”.20  
 

Such a position, in spite of its awareness of fragility of the situation in the country, 
apportions most of the responsibility to the external factors and, interestingly, like Imran 
Khan, it tends to ignore the internal ideological polarisation.21 In its critique of the West-
led “war on terror”, it somehow, idealistically, seeks to posit the Pushtun and militant 
trajectory within the mode of resistance to Western hegemony. 
 
Other than the religious extremists of various hues and shades of opinions arrayed against 
the Western and Pakistani forces or intent upon wreaking havoc on minority sects and 
vulnerable women, the second major challenge to the law and order comes the familiar 
groups of thugs, highwaymen and ethnic militants. They are not ideological groups yet 
might be used by specific ethnic and regional influentials to draw more concessions from 
the authorities already preoccupied on several fronts. Security issues in the trans-Indus 
region, if unresolved, could certainly exacerbate dacoities in rural Sindh, kidnaps in 
Balochistan and target killings in Karachi and Hyderabad. Altaf Hussain, Sindhi 
nationalists, Khair Bux Marri and Talal Bugti presently support Zardari yet could soon 
loose interest in their pursuit of a bigger pound of flesh. In this context, better governance 
based on sustained democratisation, provincial autonomy and independent judiciary may 
be the antidote to such a malaise. 
 
Pakistan’s structural imbalances, if not tended to, could certainly lead to weakening of its 
democratic institutions such as the parliament and would eventually add to the chaos 
ensuring one more military coup which would only underscore the national predicament. 
The concentration of powers in the executive—in this case a president armed with 
constitutional amendments by Musharraf—along with his simultaneous leadership of the 
party (PPP) have already exposed serious anomalies in the political system. Zardari’s 
backtracking on the annulment of the Seventeenth Amendment—despite his various 
avowals—not only disempower the Prime Minister and the Parliament, they equally 
multiply suspicions about his own intentions and commitment for reforms and 
reconciliation.22 Any delay on this matter could push the PPP and PML-N towards a new 
bout of street politics, which would certainly not help national security, nor would it 
improve the law and order situation. Zardari must realise that it is the political forces in 
assemblies and other constellations of civil society including the lawyers, NGOs, media 
and opposition politicians such as Imran Khan or Jamaat-i-Islami who are, in fact, his 
natural allies and not his enemies. 
 
                                                 
20 Tariq Ali, “Diary”, London Review of Books, 23 July 2009. 
21 The leader of the Tahreek-i-Insaaf (Justice Party) came in for criticism from several liberal groups as he 
tried apportioning the entire blame for fundamentalist upsurge in Swat to Washington overlooking the fact 
that, other than geo-politics, there might be indigenous factors behind the disorder.  
22 Inducted in 2002 following the elections in the country this amendment not only indemnified 
Musharraf’s coup and his subsequent policies, it equally transferred crucial powers to the office of 
presidency by rendering both the parliament and the prime minister largely ineffective. The PPP, Nawaz 
Sharif and a vast majority of public opinion have been critical of this amassing of powers in the president 
and view it as the greatest roadblock to a full-fledged parliamentary democracy. 
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From this perspective, the role of the Army leadership and the intelligence agencies, 
especially of the ISI and MI, remains a dilemma. Sensitive to the issues of national 
security, these khaki forces are definitely worried about growing Indian influence in 
Afghanistan, Kashmir and in the global fora and view this only at the expense of their 
perceptions of prime Pakistani interests. Many of them suspect ever-growing U.S.-Indian 
mutualities aimed at allowing India Monroe-Doctrine style predominance in South Asia. 
Richard Holbrooke’s press conference in India on 8 April without any interest or 
reference to Indo-Pakistani imbroglio only added to the concerns among many in 
Pakistan that the United States was not only ignoring the key flash-point; it was also 
appeasing India at the expense of its historical regional responsibilities. Musharraf’s 
radical concessions and gestures on Kashmir did not cut any major ice with India nor did 
the entreaties of the civil administration to usher a new beginning. Instead, Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh’s characterisation of Pakistan “as the epicentre of terrorism” 
and refusal to resume talks visibly dismayed cross sections of Pakistanis especially from 
among the khaki forces.23 Prime Minister Singh further disheartened numerous Pakistanis 
when, in his first meeting with President Zardari in Russia on the sidelines of an Asian 
summit, he snubbed the latter by saying that the recent Indian elections had mandated 
him to raise the issue of terrorism with Pakistan: “At the start of their ice-breaking 
meeting at Yekaterinburg in Russia on Tuesday, Singh had told Zardari in full glare of 
international media that his mandate was limited to telling that Pakistan should not allow 
its soil to be used for terrorism against India”. However, a few weeks later, Singh had 
second thoughts about his statement when he expressed his ignorance of the presence of 
attentive media while he spoke to Zardari.24 

Civic Stake Holders: 
Pakistan may have its huge share of wreckers and debilitators but the vast majority of the 
people in the country seek peace, stability and good governance. Despite serious 
reservations against the U.S. policies and blunders by their own leaders, they want to see 
amicability in relationships and a quick end to large-scale and unnecessary blood-shed on 
both sides of the Durand Line. To most of these Pakistanis their country has become an 
unnecessary victim of a war that is revengeful, undefined and has been only multiplying 
human and natural calamities in an already tarnished country like Afghanistan, with 
Pakistan having  become its latest major victim. To them, militancy is linked with the 
Western and Pakistani policies in the neighbouring country since 1979 and they seek an 
end to it through negotiated settlements where Muslim forces could help Afghanistan 
achieve a semblance of stability with Pakistan benefiting from internal peace.  To a vocal 
section within the civil society, the militant groups were in fact created and patronised by 
the intelligence agencies to fight proxy wars in Kashmir and Afghanistan, who have now 
turned against their own patrons. Here, more than Political Islam, the sponsorship of such 
militant outfits is itself blamed for creating this serious threat to country’s security. 
 
It was only after the rejection of a peace agreement of April 2009, the derision of 
democracy and judiciary by Mullah Sufi Muhammad of the Tehreek-i-Nifaz-i-Shariat-i-
Muhammadi, and the ghastly videos of women being flogged and soldiers being 
slaughtered that Pakistanis, by a clear majority, began to demand a firm military 
                                                 
23 In his interview, the Indian Prime Minister said: “We all know the epicentre of terrorism in the world 
today Pakistan. The world certainly has to come to grips with this harsh reality”. The Financial Times, 31 
March 2009. 
24 A news report to the effect was broadcast on the Indian news channel, NDTV, on 12 July 2009 
www.ndtv.com 
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operation against the former.25   Reservations against militants have been steadily 
increasing especially with the rising graph of suicide attacks and more recent daredevil 
bloodletting in Peshawar, Lahore, Chakwal and Islamabad. Disenchantment with militant 
version of Political Islam and dismay with hate-spouting ulama is a widely shared 
sentiment which, though its political articulation, has already given its verdict and is now 
waiting for mainstream politicians to deliver. Black coats, in this context have assumed a 
centre stage due to their honesty, education, persistence and courage. Black coats are not 
only the emerging vocal middle class they also reflect the mentioned national consensus 
on major issues and are thus symbols of Pakistan’s gelling clusters. In addition, the 
lawyers offer hope to a vast majority of country’s population who face the forces and the 
indifference of the state at the local level. Lawyers have reinforced a common belief in 
Pakistan at a time when the morale has been dismally low. Their skilled organisation and 
endurance against statist machinations and ethnic fascism have turned them into nation’s 
role models. Their survival and success have rekindled hope among other echelons of 
civil society and given the fact that Pakistan was envisioned by lawyers and fought by 
them, there is a renewed hope in the country’s renaissance through the same. They are 
perhaps the most effective watchdogs on human rights as through courts they help redress 
grievances at the grassroots. Certainly, there have been some cases of hooliganism where 
a few lawyers in Lahore tried to rough up some police officials but, on the whole, the 
community emphatically distanced itself from such individual cases. 
 
It is true that several NGOs have proven controversial across the Muslim lands but that 
does not mean that these lands are a completely no-go area since the usual objections, 
despite embodying some sectional malice, are linked with the question of national 
authenticity. The donors and ideological contours of certain NGOs may appear 
controversial whereas scores of NGOs such as the Edhi Foundation, Sahara, Shaukat 
Khanum, Citizen Foundation, Aga Khan Support Programme and several others are 
widely cherished. The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, other than documenting 
all types of violations by officials and people, has laudably trained groups of vocal men 
and women across the country operating as vigilant monitors. Of course, the law and 
order situation such as in Swat and FATA does impinge on the work by these organs of 
civil society yet their impact is still largely unrecognised by many. A wider section of 
women is involved as NGOs which again solidifies civil society cadres by building up 
bridges with the lawyers, journalists, minority activists and political elements. It is true 
that Pakistani civil society often falls pray to official machinations and even some religio-
political groups may use high-handedness against it especially when freedom of 
expression on universities is challenged and the Islami Jamiat-i-Tulaba (pro-JI student 
group) and All-Pakistan Muhajir Student Organisation (pro-MQM student group) tend to 
rough up such critics. Demand for women’s protection against domestic and tribal 
violence also inflames traditional power brokers such as landed elite and clerics. During 
the Red Mosque controversy in 2007 and fracas over some stage plays in Lahore, several 
staff-bearing and burqa-clad women assumed the role of vigilantes not only to dictate 
others on their own terms but also confronted women and men demanding an end to 
extremism. 
 
The role of the media, despite the usual cynicism apportioned by the government, army 
and clerics, is overwhelmingly appreciated across the country, and after the lawyers and 
                                                 
25 For more on this, see S. Akbar Zaidi, “Pakistan’s Wars within Islam”, Economic and Political Weekly, 
XLIV, Nos, 27 & 27, June 2009; also, Ahmed Rashid, Descent Into Chaos. The U.S. and the Disaster in 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Central Asia, London, 2009. 
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judges, it has been reposed with a pivotal confidence. Musharraf’s restrictions on the 
media on 3 November 2007 proved the proverbial last straw while Zardari was deeply 
damaged following his ban on Geo Television on the eve of Long March in March 2009. 
The visual and print media is flourishing in the country raising the profile of political 
debate, cultural articulation and national harmony besides offering a serious rebuke to 
extremism and authoritarianism. In addition, it has provided a whole echelon of local 
heroes and heroines with younger people reporting on various natural and human issues 
displaying a greater sense of empowerment and civic critique. Out of some 55 channels, 
17 are devoted to news and current affairs whereas programmes devoted to culture, 
health, psychology, domestic violence, legal issues, academia and entertainment are 
gradually shifting politics from streets to homes and from status quo to salience.26 
Debates on Islamic modernism such as “Ghamdi”, “Alam-on-Line”, “50 Minutes”, 
“Chalo Hina kay Saath”, “Capital Talk”, “Jawab Do” and “Aghaz” are widely watched 
and discussed by Pakistanis. Equally, the Internet has been welding various opinion 
groups together to build moral pressure for change and revulsion against violence. Thus, 
the print, visual and electronic media can be seen as a harbinger of change and the most 
effective arm of this growingly vocal civil society which is already restraining official 
highhandedness, ethnic fascism and extremist nihilism besides offering succour to the 
victims of karo kari [honour killings] and other feudatory practises. The 
professionalisation and profusion of media have evolved a healthy interdependence with 
lawyers, judicial activists, human rightists and other reform minded and tolerant political 
elements allowing a greater hope for this emerging middle class. One may see more and 
more younger people opting for these independent professions and thus strengthening the 
reformist elements within the society as it expands its ideological debates while gradually 
opting for a more peaceful course of action. This nascent middle class may have its own 
pulls, but it is the major hope for the country and is reflected among several government 
employees including the armed forces and academia though it is worth debating whether 
Pakistan needs liberalism first to build up good governance, or vice versa.27 The next few 
years may prove quite decisive for Pakistan to find a balancing point but this is certainly 
contingent upon the nature and direction of soon-to-happen domestic, regional and global 
developments. 
 

 
26 Geo, AAJ, ARY and Dawn channels have introduced a whole generation of widely respected 
commentators while AAG reaches out to younger people where music, chat shows and humorous and 
investigative programmes reflect vocal, urban, confident youthful groups. Web groups such as Pak Politics 
and several others have provided cross-ethnic platform for Pakistanis living in the country and Diaspora 
with facilities to run several popular television debates besides holding public polls on various issues. 
27 This is in reference to an interesting debate among several Pakistani analysts who agree upon the mutual 
interdependent of these two trajectories but differ over their respective prioritisation. For instance, Akbar 
Zaidi felt that liberalism was the prerequisite for good governance and durable democracy and that is why 
Musharraf was initially welcomed. See, his  “Defining Civil Society”, Dawn, 18 August 2006.  He 
expressed similar views in reference to political culture of Pakistan in another piece in Economic and 
Political Weekly, 3 December 2005. To S. M. Naseem, Pakistan’s “messy democracy” essentially owes its 
predicament to khaki unilateralism and is not due to any public apathy towards it. S. M. Naseem, 
“Pakistan’s Messy Democracy”, Economic and Political Weekly, 25 February 2006.  
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